SUMMARY Machine learning and data mining algorithms are increasingly being used in the intrusion detection systems (IDS), but their performances are laggard to some extent especially applied in network based intrusion detection: the larger load of network traffic monitoring requires more efficient algorithm in practice. In this paper, we propose and design an anomaly intrusion detection (AID) system based on the vector quantization (VQ) which is widely used for data compression and high-dimension multimedia data index. The design procedure optimizes the performance of intrusion detection by jointly accounting for accurate usage profile modeling by the VQ codebook and fast similarity measures between feature vectors to reduce the computational cost. The former is just the key of getting high detection rate and the later is the footstone of guaranteeing efficiency and real-time style of intrusion detection. Experiment comparisons to other related researches show that the performance of intrusion detection is improved greatly. key words: anomaly intrusion detection, usage profile, vector quantization, codebook, quantization error
Introduction
The network security becomes one of focus with the ever fast development of the Internet. In addition to network intrusion defensive techniques, such as firewall and encryption, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is served as an important security barrier against computer intrusions. Generally, There are two general approaches in IDS: Misuse Intrusion Detection (MID) and Anomaly Intrusion Detection (AID). Integrated with MID and AID ( Fig. 1) , the IDS can get the holistic estimation of intrusion situations. Be similar to virus detection, MID is based on the signature matching to hunt for the signatures extracted from the known intrusions. However, AID mainly depends on creating the historical or long-term normal usage profile from which the anomaly analysis model looks for deviations of the shortterm usage. Compared to a defined baseline of normal usage profile, the deviations can be treated as the suspicious anomalous events related to intrusions. So AID has the advantage that it can detect unknown intrusions.
In the machine learning and data mining community, many algorithms have been used in AID extensively [1] , [2] . However, many papers pay more attention to maximize the detection rate while neglect the overall performance, es- pecially the detection efficiency which is significant to the practical applications of algorithms. In order to address problems aforementioned, a paradigm for designing AID systems based on Vector Quantization (VQ) techniques [3] is proposed in this paper which concerns on enhancing the whole system performance. The design procedure optimizes the performance of AID by jointly accounting for accurate usage profile modeling by the larger VQ codebook and fast similarity measures between vectors for reducing the computational cost. The former is just the key of getting high detection rate and the later is the footstone of guaranteeing efficiency and real-time style of intrusion detection. Our final aim is to implement a high-performance AID system which can work cooperating with other MID systems (e.g. Snort [4] ). The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work of AID. Section 3 explains creating the normal usage profile and similarity measures used in the paper. Section 4 presents the new AID method based on VQ. Section 5 proposes a speedup strategy of similarity measure for enhancing the efficiency of AID. Section 6 describes the details of our experiments over DARPA data set. Finally, Sect. 7 gives conclusions and future work.
Related Work
The most classical AID model comes from Denning's the earlier landmark paper [5] which inspires the statistical methodology for AID [6] , [7] . However, as computer intrusions become more complex, more and more machine learning and data mining algorithms are used for intrusion detection. Without maintaining the profile of normal behavior,
Copyright c 2006 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers the distance-based unsupervised clustering [8] - [11] and its related outlier detection algorithms [12] seem to be promising recently. Knorr and Ng [12] propose: "A point p in a data set is an outlier with respect to parameters k and d if no more than k points in the data set are at a distance of d or less from p." But these methods have some shortcomings when applied in AID. Just like [12] , the outlier detection approaches are very sensitive to the choice of the parameters d, k, p which will be specified by the users, and in the same way, clustering methods equally do in choice of inter-cluster distance or extra-cluster distance. Strictly, both general clustering and outlier detection depend mightily on the precondition that the number of normal instances is significantly larger than the number of anomalies for the certain temporal space, and then the anomalies can be regarded as the outliers to the main body of data. These methods can not get higher detection rate in case of DoS/DDoS attacks or network probing attacks [8] , [13] because of their huge mount of activities and the higher proportion attack traffic during the certain time window which is necessary and important for real-time style generally. So in practice, the setting of time interval granularity is a related problem.
On the other hand, AID can be considered as the binary classification of normal/anomalous in the context of machine learning. The classifier is trained on the dataset with the labeled data and then used to recognize the attack data. To improve the ability to distinguish between normal class and anomalous is the main objective that drives a classification algorithm. Many supervised classification algorithms (classifiers) have been applied to AID, for example, [14] - [22] . Support Vector Machine (SVM) and other kernel based classifiers can achieve the higher classification rate [14] , [19] . But the problems of algorithm complexity and its kernel parameter selection embarrass the efficiency and usability in practice of intrusion detection. The same problem of efficiency arises in the applications of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [16] , [18] , Neural Network [14] , [17] , K-Nearest-Neighbor (KNN) [21] and Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) [22] , especially in case of the huge amount of network traffic data in the networkbased intrusion detection.
The most related researches to our approach are the papers [23] , [24] . Based on the basic Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm, the paper [23] aims at the network traffic anomaly detection regaring university campus. Because SOM is also used in our method to create the codebook of VQ, we will take some comparisons in the following sections. The paper [24] proposes to use new unsupervised learning rule called after the improved competing learning neural network (ICLN) and claims that it can be achieve faster training process than the basic SOM. ICLN is similar to the LVQ learning rule in some extent but mixed with the unsupervised approach. Different from the paper [23] , ICLN is trained on the dataset including labeled data in an unsupervised way. After the training, the cluster class will be assigned in the manual way with setting the threshold in advance. For example, if more than 50% of the connections in a cluster were intrusions, the cluster and its centroid weight vector would be labeled as the intrusion,which seemed unwieldy a little in practice. Consider the large training dataset,the small numbers of nodes or clusters in the paper can not guarantee the higher detection accuracy which is based on the distance between the input vectors and its nearest-neighbor cluster centroid. The detailed analysis and comparisons mentioned above will be presented further in the following experiment sections. To the best of our knowledge, except the paper [24] , there is little research that has been focused on advancing the AID efficiency which is fundamental to the system applicability.
Creating Normal Usage Profile

Normal Usage Profile
As mentioned in Sect. 1, it is of first importance in AID to create normal usage profile. The profile is the structure that characterizes the behavior of subjects with respect to objects in terms of statistical metrics and models of observed activity [5] . These structures can be treated as non-empty sets of usage patterns which also can be defined as sets of similar normal activities between subjects and objects. That is, the similar activities can be characterized and represented by the pattern, also named as the sub-profile. Therefore, the profile is the non-empty set of patterns (sub-profile):
Just as given in Table 1 , the profile of usage behavior can be based on any concerned objects in addition to network traffic. However, due to dynamics and complexes of network traffic, it is more difficult to establish the veracious profiles of network traffic in the network based intrusion detection.
Similarity Measure
To create the normal usage profile of some spatial-temporal network traffic, the similarity measures of network traffic usage are necessary in this paper. According to the similarity measures of network traffic data, the data space of normal network traffic is partitioned into different subspaces and the similar traffic data will be grouped into the same subspace. Every subspace can be represented by the subprofiles presenting the similar network traffic usage. In this paper, similarity is modeled using a distance function: the distance function along with a set of data space defines a metric space (Euclidian space). Further, we define the network traffic data, i.e. TCP flow, in form of feature vector: Table 1 Profile classification. Data Object Profile System Audit Log (e.g. BSM) [6] Host Computer System Call Sequence [18] System Call User Command Sequence [16] User Command Network Packet/Connection/Flow [20] Network Traffic 
Definition 1:
Every TCP flow is a data point in the ndimension Euclidian space R n and R n also is called as vector space.
Every TCP flow is expressed by the form of feature vector
. And x i is the feature attribute.
In the paper, just as Fig. 2 , four spaces are involved in anomaly intrusion detection. Figure 2 can help the reader to understand the following of paper easier.
Vector Quantization for Anomaly Intrusion Detection
Profile Creating Based on Vector Quantization
Vector Quantization (VQ) [3] is an efficient compression technique especially used in data compressions of image and speech based on the similarity measures between feature vectors. Through the compression function of VQ, it is easy to construct the index structure for the high-dimension multimedia database [3] , [25] - [27] . In the following, we will give the detail description of VQ and application to AID.
Definition 2:
Vector Quantization Q can be defined as a mapping function from Euclidean space R n into a certain finite subset C:
The representative vector in C is called codeword, C is called codebook and m is the codebook dimension.
Definition 3: Given the input vector
, every input vector will be assigned with a codeword in which the distortion (Euclidian distance) between this codeword and the input vector is smallest among all codewords. The distortion is defined as Quantization Error (QE):
Definition 4: The usage sub-profile P of network traffic can be defined:
All X with the sub-profile P i can be represented by codeword Y i . And the whole profile is represented by the codebook C. The potential of VQ application to the usage profile establishment of network traffic is that VQ can compartmentalize the traffic feature vector space to groups by comparing the similarities of feature vectors. The profile can be recapitulated and indexed by the codebook.
• Via the codebook structure of VQ, we can get the profile to character the network traffic usage behaviors. The profile of normal usage is represented by the codebook on which the VQ-index structure is based. The sub-profile is indexed by the same codeword in the VQindex profile structure; • Serving as the precondition of anomaly measures, the structural profile creating makes it possible in detection phase to measure anomaly deviations between the test vectors and the indexed sub-profile in a quantitative way.
The structurally constrained profile based on the codebook of VQ has two advantages:
• It needn't make assumption of data probability distributions or have the apriori information about normal usage behavior. Some AID methods need the assumption that data present some certain probability distribution, for example [28] ; • It needn't create the complex describing rules which contain the information for characterizing the normal usage behavior and intrusion behavior [20] .
Codebook Design
The most important step to implement the VQ framework is the codebook construction which is treated as the training process by the normal network traffic with a certain algorithm. The LBG clustering algorithm [25] and Competitive Learning [29] are the most widely used approaches to design codebook of VQ. In this paper, we use SOM (SelfOrganizing Map) [30] to train the large structural codebook. After the training, the map with weight vectors in SOM can be served as the codebook of VQ. The following is the algorithm description of SOM. The input vector:
The codeword: W = (w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w n ) Step 1. Initialize every codeword of SOM with random values: W j (0)
Step 2. Compute the distance between the input vector X i and the codeword W j (t) , designate the winner node j * with the smallest distance.
The Euclidean distance is chosen as Quantization Errors (QEs):
Step 3. Update the winner vectors of the winner node and its neighborhood:
N(t): non-increasing neighborhood function; α(t): learning rate function, 0 < α(t) < 1.
Step 4. Repeat Step 2 and Step 3 until SOM learning stabilizes
Anomaly Intrusion Detection Based on Vector Quantization
In order to find TCP network intrusions as deviations from normal usage profile, we measure the similarity between the short-term usage behavior and long-term using the QEs which are the Euclidean distance between the input vector and the closest codeword. The detection process is also seemed as the nearest-neighbor (NN) search in the codebook based on the VQ-index structure.
Definition 5: Given a collection of n-dimensional points, VQ codebook C, an input point p, find a codeword q, the closest to p than any other codewords in C. That is {q |q ∈ C · and · ∀r ∈ C, r − p > q − p } and q − p = QE. Given the distance deviation threshold ε, p is an anomaly intrusion point when q − p ≥ ε.
Speedup Strategy of Similarity Measure
Computing Complexity Analysis
As aforementioned in Sect. 4, the computing complexity in our AID system is mainly concentrated on the similarity measures between the n-dimension feature vectors in both codebook training phase and detection phase, where measuring Euclidian distance function is the essential operation. The computational cost of measuring squared Euclidean distance is very high because a prohibitive number of mathematical operations are required especially when the input feature vector number and the dimension are large.
• Profile Creating Phase Look back to Sect. 4.2, SOM finds the winner codeword (weight vector) for each input vector by the full search to compute its Euclidean distance to all codewords. If the codebook size is m and the vector dimension is n, every time a vector is input, it needs to compute n times of power calculation, 
Speedup Strategy of Similarity Measures
In our method, we implement the fast VQ with new fast NN search speedup strategy [31] to accelerate similarity measures in order to implement the high efficient AID system. It serves as the filter that eliminates the unnecessary similarity measures. To suppose the input feature vector is X = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) and the codeword is Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ). For X and Y, compute:
It is easy to prove that:
When computing QE, we first take the current minimum Euclidean distance D as D min in Eq. (6):
If Y satisfies Eq. (10), then the Euclidean distance computing between codeword Y and X can be avoided so that computing cost can be reduced. To procure the faster algorithm, we will compute the S j of the codeword Y j and sort them in the way of ascending Y j in terms of S j value as shown in Fig. 3 . In codebook creating and detection phase, the algorithm will search the codeword Y j which is the nearest neighbor to the input TCP flow feature vector X by the dimidiate search algorithm according to the sort. Here, Eq. (10) is the computing filter rule served as reducing the compute cost of the Euclidean distance. Fig. 3 Codeword sort.
Performance Evaluation and Results
Data Preprocessing
It is necessary to do data preprocessing to extract the feature attributes from TCP flows before the detection, and then, the date normalization will be processed to project whole feature attributes to a unit range. In this paper, the experiments are based on the TCP traffic. The program of data preprocess is based on our amended edition of Libnids [32] .
TCP Flow Feature Attribute
The aim of feature extraction is to achieve the maximum difference degree between normal usage behaviors and intrusion behaviors. A feature vector of the TCP traffic flow is shown in Table 2 . The FlowState attribute is the most important among all feature attributes and we will introduce the new method to present it in the following section. In order to get the correlation and statistical information in a certain time interval, the time window is used in the paper (120 seconds).
Quantization of TCP Flow State
There are nine flags (Fig. 4) involved in the connection establishment of TCP 3-way handshake protocol and the connection close of TCP 4-way handshake protocol. We design a 9-bit number to identify the connection state. The flag will be set to 1 if the corresponding flag is observed during the establishment-close process. Otherwise, the corresponding flag will set to 0. The decimal function S um(Flag 0 , Flag 1 , . . . , Flag 8 ) with the non-superposed value is used to quantitate the whole connection state: 
FlowS tate = S um(Flag
According to Eq. (10), the TCP connection with the normal close can be described as follows: S um = (111111100) 2 = (508) 10 . For example, there are two instances of according to one SYN probing attack. The number 6 and 13 describe two abnormal TCP connection states in the scenarios of SYN probing attack.
• The target computer port is not open and responses a RS T passive :
target computer port is open and responses an
ACK syn :
Consider the fact that the certain flag repeats in one TCP flow because of TCP retransmissions, we substitute the 32-bit number (4 bytes) for the 9-bit number, as in Fig. 4 . But if the occurrence time of one certain flag is less than 15, the sum values can not repeat. The number of occurrence time will take value of 15 if it exceeds 15.
RS T passive /RS T active occurrence time is less than 3).
The TCP flow state is the most important feature attribute. Many attacks can result in the abnormal state of connection. Generally, 14 connection-closing states are summarized into one feature attribute in anomaly detection approach based on data mining [20] . We find that the method of tracking 14 connection states is clumsy relatively in real data preprocess program. What is more important, these 14 states cannot include all the complicated instances of TCP connection state. By the state quantization, every state of connection can be easy mapped to an int data range affording the state synopsis attribute directly leading to the whole improvement of feature vector.
Data Set and Parameters
Data Set
The Intrusion Detection Evaluation Data Set of 1999 DARPA [33], [34] has been widely used in the community of intrusion detection. The full detail description of the data set is given in [33] . The whole data set of DARPA 1999 includes five week data. The data sets of Week1, Week2 and Week3 are training data sets for different intrusion detection model. Week1 and Week3 data sets have entirety normal network traffic logs attack free and Week2 data set has labeled attack data in order to train the supervised learning classifiers. So the Week2 is not suit in our experiments. We utilize the data sets of Week1 and Week3 as our training data sets. The data sets of Week4 and Week5 are the test data sets including some attacks for detection. Table 3 gives the statistic information about the DARPA 1999 data set after our data preprocessing that we extract the TCP flow feature vectors from the original outside.tcpdump log files in the data set. We examined only the outside.tcpdump logs to reduce the complexity of our experiments. The codebook of VQ is designed on the data sets attack free in week1 and week3. Consider the fact that the target of this paper is limited in the scope of TCP flows and not general, we test 35 instances of TCP attacks DoS and Probing mainly in the Week 4 and Week 5 as showed in Table 4 . The experiment computer is Dawning Sever (Linux7.2/PIII800/RAM1G).
Parameter Selection in SOM
The parameters of SOM used to train codebooks can be referred in the following Table 5 . Particularly, two dimension sizes of codebook (30×30 and 40×40) are selected to create the network traffic usage profile for comparisons. 
Experiment Results
As given in the Sect. 4.3, we use QEs to evaluate the ondetecting network traffic feature vectors. Figures 5 and 6 presents the QE distributions (30 × 30 codebook) in outside traffic in DARPA data set. The DARPA data of week1 Fri. begins in 8:00 morning and ends about in 22:08 evening (22:04 about in week5 Mon.) after which few data can be observed in those two days [33] . Figure 5 just describes one part of QE distributions in the normal usage profile of training data. From the Fig. 5 , we can observe that QEs are well regulated and don't change with the large deviations. The strong contrast in Fig. 6 is the sharp variations of QEs due to the high values of attack traffic QEs. Markedly, on 18:04, Neptune attack (a sort of SYN-flood DoS attack) can be viewed with QE values ranging from 1.8038 to 2.3063 in Fig. 6 .
Feature Attribute Contribution
To better understand the feature attributes, we investigate of the attribute contribution in the attack detection. The contribution C k of every eigenvector in input X is computed (Y l is the nearest-neighbor codeword of X):
The flow of Neptune (ID51.180445) is sampled and checked to get the quantitative contribution of every attribute in the process of distance deviation computation. (Figs. 7 and 8 ), we can infer that the SrcPort, FlowState, Fre S rcIP and Fre DestIP play the determinate significant roles in attack detections. The SrcIP and the DestIP don't play the significant roles in the attack detection according to the DARPA dataset which is mainly based on the LAN with limited scopes of the SrcIP and the DestIP [34] . In the Neptune detection, the limited effect even can be neglected. At the beginning of design, we considered the characteristics of network traffic in general network environments so that the feature attributes of the SrcIP and the DestIP are included to the feature vector. It is necessary to design the different feature vectors according to the different application network environments in the network IDS.
Codebook of Normal Usage Profile
In terms of creating of normal traffic usage profile, the usage (hits) of every node (codeword) in the codebooks of 30 × 30 and 40 × 40 can be viewed from the Fig. 9(I-IV) . The hit of every codeword in the codebook illustrates the number of similar vectors attached to the same sub-profile.
From Fig. 9 , we can infer that the codebooks divide the train data space equably by similarity measures of network traffic usage, where the hit spikes in the 4 figures exhibit the certain common trends. We can be confirmed that the codebook has the ability to picture the usage profile of network traffic stably: the different initializations can not affect the trends of usage profile presented in the codebook. In conclusion, the codebook of VQ does well in creating the usage profile of network traffic.
Detection Rates and False Positive Rates
In Table 6 , the whole detailed detection rates (DRs) and false positive rates (FPRs) are presented according the different thresholds (QEs). By varying detection thresholds, the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves of DR and FPR are illustrated in Fig. 10 for fair comparisons of two different sizes of codebook. Figure 10 shows that the DR is trend to 100% fast by changing the threshold smaller; but the FPR also rises too. In the ROC curves, the eight points in inflexion areas suggest the ideal situations with the higher DRs and the lower PFRs. Table 6 just presents such situations where two codebooks achieve the better performance with DR-FPR-ε (98.03%, 1.03%, 0.76) and (96.62%, 1.12%, 0.80). Adjusting detection thresholds is necessary for the certain sizes of codebook in order to achieve the tradeoff outcomes with some selected parameters. The overall outcome of evaluation is present in Table 7 . It descries the detailed attack DR and FPR circumstance separately using the different codebook sizes of 30 × 30 and 40 × 40. Obviously, the larger size of the codebook can achieve the better attack detection result, the higher DR and the lower FPR. Increasing the codebook size can achieve the better outcome because the codebook with power resolution can represent profile in the fine granularity, which is very important for similarity measures between feature vectors. Contrarily, the lower resolution with very limited numbers of nodes or codewords can result in the NN search errors and the higher FPR.
Computation Cost Comparison
(1) Basic VQ and Fast VQ In the paper, we implement the AID system based on VQ with the speedup strategy which can be regarded as the fast VQ. The speedup strategy of similarity measures accel- erates the training of codebook using SOM and functions to reduce the computation cost of detection. We evaluate the difference of computation cost between the basic VQ (SOM without the speedup strategy) and the fast VQ (SOM with the speedup strategy). It is also the comparison between the method that paper [23] proposed and our methods in Fig. 11 . In addition to the data process, the whole difference between the paper [23] and ours is the speedup strategy and the dimension of codebook.
Besides the codebooks of 40 × 40 and 30 × 30, we use the additional codebook 25 × 25. Figure 11 shows the different performances of VQ in codebook training time and detection time using various codebook sizes. The comparison outcome is very impressive because of computing time cost (2) SOM, ICLN and Fast VQ Different methods from the paper [23] , [24] are compared directly. In Fig. 12 , according to the training time, we compare ICLN [24] to SOM [23] and the fast VQ with the 541,048 training TCP flows. We set the same parameters of 432 nodes (16 × 27 codebook) used in the paper [23] . Our experiment results validate that the fast VQ does outperform SOM and ICLN in items of the computation time cost regarding the same node number. Furthermore, just because of the speedup strategy and the lower computation cost, we have more freedom to choose the larger codebook with more nodes (1600 nodes in our methods and 432 nodes in paper [23] and only 20 initial nodes in the paper [24] ) to increase the resolution of codebook. The factors result in NN search errors can be reduced extensively. Therefore, the speedup strategy is also necessary to assure the higher DR and lower FPR.
With only 20 nodes in ICLN and SOM, the paper [24] shows the large difference of time cost between ICLN and SOM. But the situations in our experiments are not exactly coincident with the paper [24] . One reason can explain the inconsistency is that increasing the node number will decrease the difference of time cost between ICLN and SOM.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we focus on enhancing the overall performances of AID system to achieve more efficiency and usability for the high speed network, which is usually neglected at present. In order to reduce the computation cost, the speedup strategy of similarity measures is implemented to satisfy the need of real-time detection style.
(1) The vector similarity measures via the Euclidian distance computations are the element operations which are used extensive frequently in the algorithm training phase. The Euclidian distance computations are the first important basic operations in many machine algorithms, which are also the main computational cost bottleneck especially when confronted with the huge volume of training data. Consider this case, we design and implement the speedup strategy in the AID system to eliminate the unnecessary vector similarity measures to overcome the computational cost bottleneck.
(2) Because we utilize the large training dataset (541,048) to train algorithms in the network based AID, it is even more significant that the speedup strategy can assure the case that we have more freedom to set much more nodes in algorithms and enlarge the resolution of profiles to recapitulate the dynamic and complex usage behaviors of network traffic. With the larger structural codebook, the normal usage profile of the temporal-spatial network traffic could be constructed quantitatively well to describe the normal usage behaviors.
The performance evaluation experiments have clearly confirmed that our AID system could achieve the higher performance compared to other researches. In the future work, some optimization algorithms used in other disciplines can be applied to improve the AID performance further. Besides network traffic, our AID system can be extended to different concerned audit objects using the appropriate data preprocess.
